“COVID-19 has shown how interdependent the world really is, and how research-intensive universities can play a role...to help solve complex challenges.”

PROFESSOR TAN ENG CHYE (SCIENCE ’85), NUS PRESIDENT
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Quantum technologies have been identified as a key technology area under the Research, Innovation and Enterprise (RIE) 2025 Plan, which NRF manages. The collaboration between QEP and AWS will accelerate the development of innovations and solutions in this field. Mr Ling Keok Tong, Director (Smart Nation and Digital Economy) at NRF, said, “Through our early and steady investments over the last 20 years, Singapore has developed world-class capabilities in quantum technologies. We intend to collaborate with AWS to bring these technologies to fruition through actual products and services, and continue to spur our local research ecosystem to push the envelope in developing capabilities and technologies that are of interest to the industry.”

*Singapore has built its quantum technology expertise over many years, AWS is delighted to collaborate with QEP to accelerate the quantum innovation in Singapore working directly with researchers, developers, governments and organisations,” said Mr. Tan Lee Chew (Arts and Social Sciences ’86), ASEAN Managing Director, Worldwide Public Sector, AWS. “We are committed to making quantum technology accessible to any customer to experiment and explore the technology’s potential to develop industry-focused solutions that solve meaningful customer challenges.”

STRENGTH THROUGH SYNERGY

QEP and AWS forged the collaboration on a common goal of growing capabilities in the quantum community. Since its establishment, QEP has supported eight major research projects to further the development of quantum technologies. New projects include exploring more powerful hardware and software solutions for quantum computers (which could eventually outperform today’s supercomputers) for commercial tasks like optimising delivery routes for goods, simulating chemicals to help design drugs, or making manufacturing more efficient. These solutions could become a reality when larger, more advanced quantum computers become available. Meanwhile, the National Quantum-Safe Network will see the integration of highly-secure quantum communication systems into local fibre networks.

QEP also nurtures opportunities that involve local and international companies in Singapore’s vibrant innovation ecosystem. AWS supports democratised access to quantum computing through Amazon Braket, a fully-managed quantum computing service that helps researchers and developers get started with the technology to accelerate research and discovery. Amazon Braket provides access to three types of quantum hardware, including quantum annealers and gate-based systems built on superconducting qubits and on trapped ions, as well as tools to run hybrid quantum and classical algorithms. Amazon Braket’s cross-platform developer tools provide a consistent experience so users do not need to learn multiple development environments, making it easy to explore which quantum computing technology is the best fit for an application.

“QEP is preparing Singapore to be a hub for innovation in quantum devices and services, and making this a success will require combining efforts with industry,” said Associate Professor Alexander Ling, Director of the QEP; Mr Quek Gim Pew (Engineering ’81), Senior R&D Consultant, Ministry of Defence; and Mr Chan Guan Yow, Vice President and Head (New Businesses), Economic Development Board.

The collaboration is led by the Quantum Engineering Programme (QEP), a national initiative launched in 2018 by the National Research Foundation, Singapore (NRF), which aims to leverage quantum technologies to solve real-world problems. The programme is hosted by NUS.
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Under the MoU, AWS will support QEP in the development of quantum computing research and projects, and connect to the National Quantum-Safe Network for quantum communications. Both areas include the identification of use cases and development of applications that could support the future commercialisation of Singapore-designed quantum computing and communication technologies, and the joint organisation of academic, scientific and public outreach activities like seminars, workshops, festivals and conferences.
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NURTURING A FORWARD-LOOKING UNIVERSITY

Attendees of the session were given insights into the University’s latest plans, initiatives and developments that encourage lifelong learning.

CHS will equip students with relevant skills to develop competencies across fields as the curriculum shifts from the previously singular or multidisciplinary studies to a flexible and interdisciplinary one.

In line with the strategy to scale up interdisciplinary teaching and learning at NUS, Prof Tan also revealed upcoming plans to merge the Faculty of Engineering (FoE) and the School of Design and Environment (SDE). As part of NUS’ lifelong learning philosophy, a future-ready approach will equip graduates with the necessary skillset to thrive in a world of accelerated changes. Framed as a 20-year commitment, the University’s new education model was also detailed.

Following Prof Tan’s informative 30-minute sharing, an interactive Q&A was held to take questions from the floor. Attendees enjoyed an invigorating exchange with Prof Tan, Ms Tee and Mr Gokul as they discussed NUS’ commitment to mature into a global university that empowers future leaders.

“Lifelong learning has to be a key capability of our graduates. As new things get introduced, they cannot just rely on their four years of university education to last them for the next 30 to 40 years of working life. With rapid changes and disruptions in industries, we have to imbue our graduates with a capacity to learn as they continue to pivot and specialise in different areas. Interdisciplinarity allows this agility to embrace change,” said Prof Tan.

Over 150 alumni, students and staff joined a conversation with NUS president Professor Tan Eng Chye (Science ’85) to keep abreast of the University’s evolving education model and framework that aim to prepare graduates to be tomorrow’s leaders.

Today’s fast-changing landscape sees growing expectations for adaptable, multifaceted talents who can stay ahead of the curve. On 14 July, like-minded members of the NUS community tuned in for an enriching session via Zoom to hear about what the University has to offer to meet this challenge. The virtual conversation was led by a panel featuring Prof Tan, NUS Students’ Union (NUSSU) President Ms Wee Su-Ann (Law ’21) and Graduate Students’ Society (GSS) President Mr Gokul M. C. (Engineering, PhD).

In an hour well spent, attendees of the session were given insights into the University’s latest plans, initiatives and developments that encourage lifelong learning. Prof Tan shared about the learning priorities of the University, which dictate an interdisciplinary approach and broad-based learning. This effort has been supported by the introduction of the College of Humanities and Sciences (CHS) last December, an enhanced undergraduate experience for students of the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences (FASS) and the Faculty of Science (FoS).

With rapid changes and disruptions in industries, we have to imbue our graduates with a capacity to learn as they continue to pivot and specialise in different areas. Interdisciplinarity allows this agility to embrace change.

An excerpt of Prof Tan’s response to questions raised during the session.

Will interdisciplinarity be encouraged in more advanced modules? How has the teaching faculty been pushed to adopt interdisciplinarity in their modules, given the traditional siloes between departments?

The approach is to provide a broad intellectual foundation to all students, which will prepare them to continue learning and re-pivot every few years to meet the fast-changing industry requirements. Faculties understand the value of collaboration and the benefits it brings to our students. For instance, within NUS Department of Communications and New Media (CNM), a curriculum review has been ongoing since 2017 to reflect rapid changes in media, including the rise of ubiquitous computing and AI, the datafication of society and culture, and the digitalisation of markets. The close collaboration between FoE and SDE also involves SDE colleagues contributing to new common modules in design thinking, project management and livable cities, while FoE colleagues provide modules that teach AI/machine learning and digitalisation, and prototyping.

Will there be more faculty exchanges (e.g. Medicine/Nursing with FASS) in the upcoming years to prepare students to be global thinkers who go beyond grade performance?

As a start, our initial implementation of interdisciplinary education already involves the four main faculties (Arts and Social Sciences, Science, Engineering, and Design and Environment), which account for two-thirds of NUS undergraduate enrolment. Moving forward, we have plans to reform legal education in response to changes in the profession, in particular, combining legal skills with technological and business sensibilities. We will also re-imagine health sciences education to better prepare graduates in medicine, dentistry, nursing, pharmacy and public health for work amid transformative shifts in the healthcare ecosystem and the dramatic changes taking place as the population ages. NUS Business School will be adopting a new grading system in the new semester which will be implemented for Master-level students, enabling them to focus on the learning instead of stressing over assessments, and to be bolder in exploring new topics and building a more collaborative learning culture. To encourage learning and discovery, NUS also introduced the grade-free first year for all undergraduates in 2016.

Besides the Graduate Research Innovation Programme (GRIP), does the University’s curriculum provide development for students to imbue the entrepreneurial mindset? Besides GRIP, NUS also provides opportunities for entrepreneurial development through the NUS Overseas Colleges (NOC) programme and the Minimal Viable Product (MVP) Studio. Students selected for the NOC programme will do internships in technology-focused startups in the world’s leading entrepreneurial hubs and take classes at reputable foreign universities. The MVP Studio by NUS Industry Liaison Office was established to create commercially-focused prototypes of NUS technologies built by teams of apprentices under the guidance of Master Engineers. For the full Q&A feature, please scan the QR code or visit tinyurl.com/3xc7fbns.
Coming Home to Rollin’ Good Times


REMINISCING ABOUT THE GOOD OLD DAYS, ALUMNI MS ANNA LEONG (BUSINESS ‘75), MR DANNY QUAH (SCIENCE ‘85) AND MR DANNY QUAH (BUSINESS ‘81), ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SIMON CHESTERMAN, DEAN OF NUS LAW, HOSTED AN ILLUMINATING INTERACTIVE DIALOGUE THAT DISCUSSED THE OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS POSED BY ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI).

THE CELEBRATION WENT INTO FULL SWING WHEN CREATIVE ENTRIES FROM ENTHUSIASTIC ALUMNI WERE AWARDED AT THE BUKIT TIMAH’S GOT TALENT CONTEST PRIZE PRESENTATION. NUS PRESIDENT PROFESSOR TITIMA SUTHIWAN, DIRECTOR OF NUS CENTRE FOR LANGUAGE STUDIES, AS SHE SHED LIGHT ON MULTILINGUALISM AS AN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL TOOL TO FUTURE-PROOF ONESELF. ALUMNI GOT TO LEARN ABOUT OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED BY THE UNIVERSITY TO ENABLE THEM TO HARMONISE THIS ADVANTAGE. THE ZESTFUL SESSION WAS ALSO ENLIVENED BY AN INTRODUCTION TO THEM TO HARNESS THIS ADVANTAGE. THE ZESTFUL SESSION WAS ALSO ENLIVENED BY AN INTRODUCTION TO COMMON THAI GREETINGS AND PHRASES.

INVESTING FOR FINANCIAL WELLNESS

IN 2021, THE AVERAGE LIFE EXPECTANCY IN SINGAPORE IS 83 YEARS. HAVE YOU BEEN INVESTING FOR THE FUTURE IN VIEW OF THIS INCREASING LONGEVITY? LEARN ABOUT HOW YOU CAN LEVERAGE DATA AND TECHNOLOGY TO MAKE BETTER INVESTMENTS DECISIONS, BUILD AND MANAGE REAL ESTATE WEALTH FOR THE LONG TERM, AND THE PITFALLS TO AVOID.

FUTURE-READY WORKSHOPS

MULTILINGUALISM – OPENING NEW DOORS

IN THIS EDITION OF FUTURE-READY WORKSHOPS, ALUMNI WERE TREATED TO AN INSIghtful SESSION ON MULTILINGUALISM AS A PORTAL TO A BETTER FUTURE. ON 13 JULY, OVER 160 PARTICIPANTS TUNED IN VIA ZOOM TO HEAR FROM ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR TITIMA SUTHIWAN, DIRECTOR OF NUS CENTRE FOR LANGUAGE STUDIES, AS SHE SHED LIGHT ON MULTILINGUALISM AS AN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL TOOL TO FUTURE-PROOF ONESELF. ALUMNI GOT TO LEARN ABOUT OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED BY THE UNIVERSITY TO ENABLE THEM TO HARMONISE THIS ADVANTAGE. THE ZESTFUL SESSION WAS ALSO ENLIVENED BY AN INTRODUCTION TO COMMON THAI GREETINGS AND PHRASES.

INVESTING FOR

FINANCIAL WELLNESS

In 2021, the average life expectancy in Singapore is 83 years. Have you been investing for the future in view of this increasing longevity? Learn about how you can leverage data and technology to make better investments decisions, build and manage real estate wealth for the long term, and the pitfalls to avoid.

FUTURE-READY WORKSHOPS ONLINE

DATE: 12 OCTOBER 2021, TUESDAY
TIME: 7.30PM - 9.00PM
PLATFORM: ZOOM

Professor Ong Seow Eng
(Design & Environment '84)
Director of Real Estate
NUS Business School

Mr Shashank Shekhar Tripathi
(Business ‘19)
Certified Financial Technician (CFTE)
Instructor, Dept of Information Systems and Analytics and Strategic Technology Management Institute
NUS School of Computing

Join us online at:
alumnet.events/#oct21
OAR HIGHLIGHTS

HEALTH & WELLNESS

MANAGING WELLBEING – THE NUS EXPERIENCE AND YOU

ON 22 JULY, 172 INQUISTIVE PARTICIPANTS JOINED Dr Andrew Tay (Medicine ’07) and Dr Kinjal Doshi from the NUS Health and Wellbeing Team in the Office of the President to strengthen their understanding of mental health. Dr Tay and Dr Kinjal educated the virtual audience on useful tools and resources they can adopt to cope with increased anxiety and uncertainty brought about by COVID-19, along with other strategies they can apply at different stages of life. Participants also benefitted from helpful knowledge on how employers and managers can play a part in maintaining employees’ health and wellbeing.

FARRER PARK HOSPITAL

Breakthroughs in Lung Cancer Detection and Treatment

What are the symptoms, risks and treatments for lung cancer; the third most common cancer in Singapore? Learn the importance of screening, different stages of the disease, various techniques in biopsy, and the role of surgery in managing early lung cancer. Dr Lim will also shed light on the effects of COVID-19 on lung cancer patients.

Dr Lim Chong Hee (Medicine ’90)
Specialist in Cardiothoracic Surgery
Farrer Park Hospital

HEALTH & WELLNESS

TECH TALK

The Future of Money – Decentralised Finance

ON THE EVENING OF 17 AUGUST, CLOSE TO 200 PARTICIPANTS turned up for an enriching and informative night on Zoom with guest speaker Mr Victor Liew (Computing ’12), Co-founder and CTO of Xfers, a Singapore-based payment company which launched the XSGD stablecoin that hit US$1 billion in transaction volume in merely four months. Mr Liew captivated the crowd with his industry knowledge on decentralised finance (DeFi) and attendees enthusiastically took the chance to have their burning questions on cryptocurrency and the like answered in a riveting Q&A session that followed.

Catch up on all our webinars at alumnet.events/webinars!

Speakers:
Assoc Prof Tan Chuan Hoo (Computing ’01)
Deputy Head (Administration and Research),
Department of Information Systems and Analytics,
NUS School of Computing

Dr Benjamin Lee (Science ’84)
Senior Lecturer (Data Analytics and Visualisation),
Department of Statistics and Data Science,
NUS Faculty of Science

Date : 16 November 2021,
Tuesday
Time : 7.30pm – 9.00pm
Platform : Zoom

Join us online at alumnet.events/TSnov21

Towards a Digital Organisation and Data-Driven Workforce

In this webinar, gain insight into how you can harness data for your work, as well as how your company can re-imagine the way it develops digital capabilities and create effective practices for digital transformation. In addition, learn about common missteps in companies’ digital transformation journeys and how to avoid them.

Dr Andrew Tay (Medicine ’07),
Director (Health & Wellbeing), Office of the President, NUS

Mr Victor Liew (Computing ’12),
Co-founder and CTO, Xfers

Speakers:

Assoc Prof Tan Chuan Hoo (Computing ’01)
Deputy Head (Administration and Research),
Department of Information Systems and Analytics,
NUS School of Computing

Dr Benjamin Lee (Science ’84)
Senior Lecturer (Data Analytics and Visualisation),
Department of Statistics and Data Science,
NUS Faculty of Science
A REIMAGINED ANNUAL GET-TOGETHER

THE ANNUAL KENT RIDGE ALUMNI FAMILY DAY, THEMED REIMAGINE THIS YEAR, took on a virtual form for alumni, students, staff and their families to participate from the comfort and safety of their homes. Throughout the day, attendees were enthralled by an array of talks, workshops and activities that spanned across different themes of Science, Wellness, The Arts, Home, Technology and Work.

Held on 14 August, the annual homecoming was set in motion with a strong line-up concurrently streamed and hosted on Facebook Live and Zoom. Participants hopped between sessions of their choice to learn about versatile and eye-opening subjects such as forensic science, game publishing, food security, urban insect farming and health. Other fun highlights of the day included virtual museum tours, a ‘career human library’, a female empowerment workshop and an online mooncake-making session.

In the spirit of staying connected as one University community, NUS President Professor Tan Eng Chye (Science ’85) led a candid conversation joined by esteemed panelists Dr Intan Azura Mokhtar (Science ’98) and Mr Chiam Yong Heng (Year 4, Business) in REIMAGINE NUS, a discussion forum that shed light on NUS’ latest developments and interdisciplinary efforts. The jam-packed day concluded with over 200 attendees tuning in from their homes to a virtual movie screening of the heartwarming animated film, Soul.
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A piano recital presented by NUS Piano Ensemble Alumni. Dr Wilson Wong (Science ’04) educated the crowd on growing their own food.

Associate Professor Stella Tan (Science ’98) shared about crime scene investigation before leading participants to solve a murder virtually at Forensic Science – CSI.
At a time when everyone’s physical world has shrunk within their own borders, NUS is not passively watching the pandemic unfold but has recommitted to its global community of enterprising students, influential researchers and inspiring alumni.

TEXT BY WANDA TAN

Crossing Borders, Online

As soon as the gravity of the COVID-19 situation became clear in March 2020, one of NUS’ most urgent priorities was to ensure the safe and speedy return to Singapore of all of its students studying abroad at the time, including some 1,300 on the Student Exchange Programme (SELP) all over the world and 250 in NUS Overseas Colleges (NOC) entrepreneurial hotspots. University administrators then had to formulate an alternative plan so that students could still get some international exposure, albeit not in person.

The Global Relations Office (GRO), for its part, rolled out a number of innovative outbound educational offerings, in lieu of the currently-suspended SEP, to help students develop a global mindset despite the travel restrictions. Summer programmes, research attachments and study trips were conducted online, and new initiatives including joint virtual immersion programmes with other universities were introduced. “NUS’ active participation in global university networks to co-develop impactful programmes, especially in Asia, has not diminished in this pandemic. We have worked with many partner universities and embassies, such as those in the UAE, Israel, Thailand, Indonesia, China, India and Rwanda,” says Associate Professor Reuben Wong (Arts and Social Sciences ’93), Associate Vice President (Global Relations) of NUS.

NUS is also tapping on its membership in university alliances to create global learning opportunities for students. As a member of Universitas 21 (U21) – a global network of 27 research-intensive universities – NUS encourages its students to attend the U21 Global Citizenship online programme, targeted at those who aspire to advance the United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goals. The University Alliance in Talent Education Development (UAiTED) – an Asia-wide academic network of universities in Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong and Taiwan – recently wrapped up its 2021 programme.

United Innovation Competition, where NUS students worked virtually with peers in cross-institutional and cross-regional teams to propose innovative solutions for a better and more sustainable future. In addition, through the International Alliance of Research Universities (IARU) and the Association of Pacific Rim Universities (APRU), NUS students can choose from a wide range of virtual courses and co-curricular programmes offered by partner universities.

Although the inability to travel is no doubt a missed opportunity, these online offerings do have their merits. Ms Chua Bi Quan (Business ’09), Associate Professor Reuben Wong, points out that students can still “gain new content knowledge, forge friendships with students from across the world, and make good use of their vacation time to learn in a system that is different from NUS’. The virtual format may even provide “flexible learning opportunities” for those who otherwise would not be able to study overseas due to the demands of their degree programme, she adds. "Students can make use of the difference in time zones to engage in other activities during the day and participate in their [online] course at night.”

Home Away from Home

On the flip side, NUS is also doing its best to support international students who are still committed to studying at NUS, despite the pandemic. There may be fewer of them at present, given the suspension of

NUS’ active participation in global university networks to co-develop impactful programmes, especially in Asia, has not diminished in this pandemic.

Associate Professor Reuben Wong, Associate Vice President (Global Relations), NUS
inbound exchange programmes under the SEP for all countries (except China and Hong Kong), however, the University still welcomed a decent-sized contingent of international freshmen from Indonesia, Malaysia, India and elsewhere at the start of this academic year as well as the preceding one. For them, the first-rate education offered by NUS and its vibrant student life — not to mention Singapore’s effective COVID-19 containment strategy — outweighed any reservations they may have had about moving to a foreign country in the middle of a public health crisis.

The usual slate of welcome events organised to help international first-year students acclimatise to life in NUS has not ceased either; it has just shifted online. In July and August 2021, these international students joined virtual orientation programmes run by their respective halls and faculties, found out about the various co-curricular activities through Zoom and YouTube Live at the NUS Student Life Fair, and got tips from seniors on adapting to their new environment at the Office of Student Affairs (OSA) Live Show.

iCARE Week, a three-day online event where international students interacted with local peers over games and ice-breaking activities, was also part of the line-up. It was initiated by the student club NUS iCARE, which normally holds food and cultural tours around Singapore to help international students feel at home here. Though not ideal, the online platform served as a safe way to continue facilitating friendships between local and foreign students and promoting cross-cultural appreciation.

“As we could only see one another through the screen, it felt slightly impersonal,” says iCARE Week Project Director Ms Rachel Tan, an international student herself, the Malaysian is currently in her second year at NUS’ Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences. She adds, “However, I’m thankful we were still able to bond and appreciate cultures through Zoom.” For instance, participants played a matching game which exposed them to ‘Singlish’ words and phrases. However, the event online also had the advantage of allowing a larger group of students to join in the activities than would have been possible in person.

 networks and former NOC employers to take in interns. A number of NOC alumni companies have followed up by offering traineeships and full-time positions to graduating students facing a tough job market.

Indeed, the close-knit nature of the global NOC community has stayed intact through the pandemic. For example, this year’s e-Jamboree and NOC Alumni Homecoming (a hybrid event) allowed NOC alumni to connect with one another from wherever they were, NOC alumni can also share their knowledge and experiences virtually through a new series of NOC Masterclasses, in addition to speaking engagements organised by other parties.

Out of the NOC programme as well as benefitting from NUS Enterprise’s incubation support, numerous successful start-ups have been hatched — none more notable than Mr Jeffrey Tong’s (Engineering ’07) PatSnap, which in March 2021 became the first NUS Enterprise-supported company to achieve ‘unicorn’ status (i.e. a privately-held start-up valued at over US$1 billion). But Prof Chee plans to strengthen NUS’ entrepreneurial reputation even further, and expand the global start-up and innovation ecosystem, by moving to the next phase of ‘venture creation’.

He describes it thus: “In the past, we focused on providing education to students — through NOC — and changing their mindsets to give them the confidence to create ventures, and then left them on their own after that. To use a cooking analogy, we used to just provide a chef with the ingredients. Now we want to be more deliberate and help the chef cook as delicious a dish as possible, by offering more post-NOC support.”

In particular, NUS Enterprise is ramping up support for NOC alumni in four areas:

1. Talent. A list of CEOs with entrepreneurial expertise has been drawn up, from which teams are paired with a suitable candidate to help develop their ventures.
2. Money. A fund has been set up to invest in companies which are spun off from NUS.
3. Technology. Through the NUS Graduate Research Innovation Programme (GRIP), postgraduate students and researchers receive guidance to transform research into their own deep tech companies.

Market access. Local start-ups can venture abroad through NUS global network of entrepreneurial hubs including BLOCK71 and NUS Research Institutes in China (NUSRI China), which support a two-way flow of talent, technologies and start-ups between the respective countries and Singapore.

“By and large, the pandemic did not affect our venture-creation strategy. We just had to find different ways of executing it,” says Prof Chee. That means doing things online. Like NOC students who are interning remotely, participating teams in GRIP can either work from home or adhere to safe management measures on campus. BLOCK71 recently opened a new hub in Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam), and will soon establish its presence in Nagoya (Japan) and Chongqing (China). And in August 2021, Singapore companies wanting to enter the Chongqing market took part in a week-long virtual immersion programme co-organised by the Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA), NUS Enterprise and BLOCK71.
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Market access. Local start-ups can venture abroad through NUS global network of entrepreneurial hubs including BLOCK71 and NUS Research Institutes in China (NUSRI China), which support a two-way flow of talent, technologies and start-ups between the respective countries and Singapore.

“By and large, the pandemic did not affect our venture-creation strategy. We just had to find different ways of executing it,” says Prof Chee. That means doing things online. Like NOC students who are interning remotely, participating teams in GRIP can either work from home or adhere to safe management measures on campus. BLOCK71 recently opened a new hub in Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam), and will soon establish its presence in Nagoya (Japan) and Chongqing (China). And in August 2021, Singapore companies wanting to enter the Chongqing market took part in a week-long virtual immersion programme co-organised by the Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA), NUS Enterprise and BLOCK71.
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The ExoSCOPE nanotechnology platform.

Department of Biomedical Engineering and Principal Investigator at the NUS Institute for Health Innovation & Technology (Healthtech).

Dr Shao, who returned to her native Singapore in 2014 after almost a decade in the US, speaks effusively about her experience at NUS: “NUS has a rich diversity of cutting-edge expertise in both fundamental and applied sciences, all in close proximity. This diversity is further strengthened by world-class infrastructure and supportive policies. In this hotbed of creativity, new ideas can be quickly conceived and put into action.”

Within the field of biomedical engineering, NUS Presidential Young Professor Shao Hulin and her research lab recently made headlines for their development of the ExoSCOPE platform. Using specially-designed nanosensors, it is a world-first blood test that can accurately and non-invasively measure the effectiveness of cancer treatment within 24 hours after the start of treatment. This enables real-time monitoring of cancer treatment at the molecular level, so that doctors can make timely adjustments to the treatment plan, if necessary, to improve patients’ chances of recovery.

Having conducted a successful clinical trial involving lung cancer patients in Singapore, the team is collaborating with US-based counterparts to further develop the ExoSCOPE platform to apply it to a spectrum of cancers and other diseases. If all goes well, they may bring it to market in the next three years. “We hope to bring this technology forward, in Singapore and beyond, for personalised treatment, to guide this technology forward, in Singapore and beyond; for personalised treatment, to guide in Singapore and beyond.”

Mr George Loh, Director of the NUSRI China programme, elaborates on the win-win outcomes for both countries: “NUS, being a research-intensive university, has to work with the best researchers globally. In fact, we have a global responsibility to train the best talent for the world. Our partners in China will benefit from talent development by a world-class university like NUS, while we will benefit from the Chinese PhD students who do excellent research under the supervision of NUS professors. Given the huge market size in China, there are also ample opportunities for start-ups and companies from NUS (and Singapore) to do business there and translate their research for application and commercialisation.”

Founded in 2010, NUS (Suzhou) Research Institute (NUSRI-SZ) is NUS’ first overseas research institute, and the first to be independently set up by a foreign university in China. It contributes to China’s rapid economic growth through research in three core areas: environmental and energy nanotechnology; food science and technology; and smart medical technology. NUSRI-SZ also supports NUS Enterprise in managing one of the BLOCK71 Suzhou facilities, which enables companies housed there to tap on NUSRI-SZ’s research and technology expertise, thus boosting commercialisation of NUS’ intellectual property outside of Singapore.

For example, recent breakthroughs have been reported in two research projects conducted at NUSRI-SZ. One team has proposed a triboelectric bidirectional sensor-integrated exoskeleton as a low-cost, customisable solution for monitoring the movable joints of the human upper limbs, which shows great potential for application in robotic automation, healthcare and training.

Another team has used Heimhoft coils to design a wireless positioning and wireless charging system that is suitable for wireless capsule endoscopy and other related biomedical and industrial applications.

Mr George Loh, Director, NUSRI China

Collaborating with top talent based overseas is one way NUS burnishes its global credentials as a research-intensive university. Bringing the best and the brightest to Singapore is another. In 2018, NUS introduced the Presidential Young Professorship (PYP) scheme, which aims to attract and recruit young academics – local and foreign – with excellent research track records in their respective fields.

Within the field of biomedical engineering, NUS Presidential Young Professor Shao Hulin and her research lab recently made headlines for their development of the ExoSCOPE platform. Using specially-designed nanosensors, it is a world-first blood test that can accurately and non-invasively measure the effectiveness of cancer treatment within 24 hours after the start of treatment. This enables real-time monitoring of cancer treatment at the molecular level, so that doctors can make timely adjustments to the treatment plan, if necessary, to improve patients’ chances of recovery.
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Mr George Loh, Director of the NUSRI China programme, elaborates on the win-win outcomes for both countries: “NUS, being a research-intensive university, has to work with the best researchers globally. In fact, we have a global responsibility to train the best talent for the world. Our partners in China will benefit from talent development by a world-class university like NUS, while we will benefit from the Chinese PhD students who do excellent research under the supervision of NUS professors. Given the huge market size in China, there are also ample opportunities for start-ups and companies from NUS (and Singapore) to do business there and translate their research for application and commercialisation.”

Founded in 2010, NUS (Suzhou) Research Institute (NUSRI-SZ) is NUS’ first overseas research institute, and the first to be independently set up by a foreign university in China. It contributes to China’s rapid economic growth through research in three core areas: environmental and energy nanotechnology; food science and technology; and smart medical technology. NUSRI-SZ also supports NUS Enterprise in managing one of the BLOCK71 Suzhou facilities, which enables companies housed there to tap on NUSRI-SZ’s research and technology expertise, thus boosting commercialisation of NUS’ intellectual property outside of Singapore.

For example, recent breakthroughs have been reported in two research projects conducted at NUSRI-SZ. One team has proposed a triboelectric bidirectional sensor-integrated exoskeleton as a low-cost, customisable solution for monitoring the movable joints of the human upper limbs, which shows great potential for application in robotic automation, healthcare and training. Another team has used Heimhoft coils to design a wireless positioning and wireless charging system that is suitable for wireless capsule endoscopy and other related biomedical and industrial applications.

Professor Xu Guo Qin, Director of NUSRI-SZ, notes that these research achievements are relevant not just for China and Singapore but the world at large: “The triboelectric sensor provides a novel and energy-saving solution to the design and operation of robotic exoskeletons, and will have far-reaching impacts in the development of advanced rehabilitative and surgical technologies. The project on wireless positioning and wireless charging allows for more operational convenience and improved accuracy in both the positioning and orientation of smart medical devices, such as capsule endoscopy for health examination and diagnosis in the human body.”

The other three research institutes rounding out the NUSRI China programme are the NUS (Chongqing) Research Institute (NUSRI-CQ), which Prof Xu also heads; Tianjin University–NUS Joint Institute in Fuzhou (NUSRI-FZ); and NUS Guangzhou Research Translation and Innovation Institute (NUSRI-GZ). All engaged in education, innovation and technology entrepreneurship, they provide a gateway for Singapore start-ups to access the China market and reciprocally help Chinese start-ups attempting to break into Singapore. NUS is also eyeing trends closer to home and fostering ties with its ASEAN neighbours, especially Indonesia. The University has helped to grow Indonesia’s innovation and entrepreneurship ecosystem in recent years by, among other moves, opening BLOCK71 locations in Jakarta, Bandung and Yogyakarta, and introducing the NDC Southeast Asia programme (which covers these three Indonesian cities, plus Ho Chi Minh City). In July 2021, NUS deepened its involvement by penning an agreement with two of the country’s top institutions, Universitas Gadjah Mada (UGM) and Universitas Indonesia (UI). Under this partnership, the three universities will establish a venture creation programme in Indonesia, and NUS Enterprise will offer scholarships for Indonesian students from UGM and UI to attend NUS MSc in Venture Creation programme.
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FOCUS
CHAPTER BY CHAPTER

Indonesia is also where many NUS alumni call home, and joining NUS Alumni Jakarta Chapter helps them to connect with one another and build meaningful personal and professional relationships. COVID-19 has admittedly made things difficult, as the last time alumni met in person was at a networking dinner in March 2020. Right before the pandemic hit with full force. However, Jakarta Chapter Chairperson Mr David Suwarto (Business ‘09) notes that the group has since held several virtual get-togethers with invited guest speakers. A WhatsApp group has also been created for members to share all kinds of information, from COVID-19 support resources and “fake news” warnings to cryptocurrency investment tips and celebratory messages on festive occasions.

“Although we can find a lot of information online, we need to hear from people we trust before we go into something or engage a particular service,” says Mr Suwarto, who works in Jakarta as a TV series producer. “Trust is also important for collaborations and partnerships to come together. The NUS alumni network is very helpful to build trust between members and their personal networks.”

Down under in Australia, due to the fluctuating lockdowns and reopenings, NUS Alumni Melbourne Chapter has been able to organise some events but has had to cancel others. “This year, we were fortunate to have our Chinese New Year Dinner and our Australia Day barbecue, which dodged a lockdown,” says Dr Edna Yeo (Science ‘93), who chairs the Melbourne Chapter. Members also stay in touch via WhatsApp, where they share information on online events and organise ad hoc activities in between lockdown periods, such as motorcycle rides through the rural countryside.

“Australian borders were closed to all non-residents in March 2020, which means most of us are missing our loved ones overseas,” says Dr Yeo, a management consultant. “Against this backdrop, social networks such as NUS alumni chapters are being recognised for the valuable resource they are, and gaining renewed traction, in developing and maintaining friendships and camaraderie.”

Most of us are missing our loved ones overseas.

Against this backdrop, social networks such as NUS alumni chapters are being recognised for the valuable resource they are, and gaining renewed traction, in developing and maintaining friendships and camaraderie.

SELECTED CHAPTERS

Singapore: NUS Alumni Singapore Chapter, established in January 2009. It is one of the largest and most active NUS overseas chapters. NUS Alumni Singapore Chapter has been working closely with NUSRI-CQ since its inception in 2011. In 2012, the group held its first online event and heard about NUSRI-CQ’s research activities from its Director, Prof Xu.

Melbourne: NUS Alumni Melbourne Chapter, established in January 2011. It is a strong and active chapter with over 500 members. NUS Alumni Melbourne Chapter is the only chapter in Australia and shareholders in Greenland Financial. Dr Edna Yeo serves as Chairperson of NUS Alumni Melbourne Chapter.

Shanghai: NUS Alumni Shanghai Chapter, established in January 2016. It is a key strategic market for the Group. NUS Alumni Shanghai Chapter has been working closely with NUSRI-CQ since 2017. The chapter has organised several events, including a masterclass on digital transformation and financial regulations.

NUS Alumni Jakarta Chapter last met in person at a networking dinner in March 2020.

Virtual meetings allow Jakarta-based alumni to catch up with one another.
OOTB’s Mr Ang (left) and Ms Ng (middle) with their friend Mr Wang Yichao (Design and Environment ’13), who is helping with distribution efforts in Singapore.

OOTB is addressing children’s home-based learning needs.

More than 150 free cardboard units have been distributed in Singapore and the US.

The actions of Mr Ang and Mr Ladha embody the spirit of NUS’ Day of Service (DOS), which has been redefined in light of the prolonged COVID-19 pandemic. Due to limits on physical gatherings as well as the increased demand for volunteers, DOS has evolved from a single-day event to a year-long platform for the NUS community to give back and help the less-fortunate. While NUS alumni, students and staff still came together for this year’s DOS on 4 September and took part in various community projects, many others have been doing good around the world over the course of the year.

Other alumni, troubled by the hardships people are facing in the wake of COVID-19, have taken it upon themselves to make a difference and help those in need. From their base in the United States, Mr Ang Yu Qian (Design and Environment ’13) and Ms Kloe Ng (Design and Environment ’13) – co-founders of start-up Out Of The Box (OOTB) – embarked on a social initiative early this year to help children from less-privileged families both in Singapore and stateside. Their solution? A free, portable cardboard box that can be unpacked to form a table and stool, and which comes with stationery and other learning materials, to help children with home-based learning.

More than 150 free cardboard units have been distributed to date, and OOTB is currently developing artificial intelligence-based learning software which will be integrated with the mobile classrooms. “Early childhood education is critical for children’s development and growth,” says Mr Ang. “We are working to help children learn better and hope to maintain a social angle in our venture, where we can continue to help underserved children all over the world.”

When India became overwhelmed by its second wave of COVID-19 this year, a group of NUS alumni joined forces with peers from Nanyang Technological University (NTU) and Singapore Management University (SMU) to launch a crowdfunding campaign called Singapore Universities’ Mission Oxygen (SUMO) in April. Spread across Singapore, the Philippines and India, Team SUMO managed to raise $235,000 from 902 supporters in 15 days, with the funds being used to purchase and deploy 200 oxygen concentrators to various parts of India – doubling their initial target of 100 units.

“The most memorable thing about SUMO was seeing how compassion and service can bring people together to save lives,” says Mr Vishal Ladha (Computing ’17), a SUMO volunteer. Born in India, he now works at an analytics start-up in Singapore. “It was a phenomenal experience and from the huge support we received, we realised there is so much good we can do if we, as alumni, come together.”

Ms Selly Amalina Muzammil (Arts and Social Sciences ’09), who has made fighting world hunger her life’s mission, feels the same way. Originally from Indonesia, she has led a peripatetic life both as a student — including a stint at NUS, where she obtained a Master in International Studies — and now in her career, where the UN World Food Programme (WFP). Her work with the WFP has taken her from Jakarta to Egypt to New York City, where she recently relocated to join WFP’s UN System and Multilateral Engagement Division. “It will be working on various focus areas of relevance to WFP’s mandate to promote food security and contribute to global partnerships for the UN Sustainable Development Goals,” she says.

Living in different countries and meeting people from all walks of life, from different ethnic groups in Singapore to Iraqi refugees who had fled their country in search of safety, has given Ms Muzammil a unique perspective on life – one that is inherently global. “This pandemic is literally global and relatable to each and every one of us, albeit to varying degrees,” says the 2019 NUS Alumni Awards recipient. Even with travel restrictions in place, she argues, keeping up with global developments is not just desirable but vital. “We are all going through this challenging experience together and we have to overcome it together, with integrity, empathy, collaboration and, above all, humanity.”

To further develop students’ social consciousness, NUS has introduced several new initiatives:

- Both local and international students can volunteer for Teach Singapore, a University-wide initiative which provides academic coaching and mentoring to disadvantaged children and youth in Singapore.
- The General Education curriculum has been enhanced this year to include a new pillar, Communities and Engagement.
- School of Computing students can take part in programmes run by the newly-launched NUS Centre for Computing for Social Good & Philanthropy (CCSGP), which aims to nurture tech leaders with a philanthropic ethos.
- The key point of education at NUS is not necessarily that students graduate and do well in life. Rather, we want them to become the best version of themselves – not just to strive for material success but to also remember to serve,” says Associate Professor Ben Leong, Director of CCSGP. Through his Centre as well as the other NUS initiatives, students will be exposed to problems that are at once local and borderless (e.g. income inequality, climate change, access to healthcare) and acquire the skills to tackle them.
NET, CLICKS AND CHILL

Rather than being a drain on resources, the phenomenon of ‘cyber-loafing’ by workers can actually pay dividends, says Professor Vivien Lim (Arts and Social Sciences ’85).

The benefits may surprise you. For many managers and businesses, a common concern is that their employees are accessing the Internet during office hours for personal matters, a practice known as cyber-loafing. The term connotes a waste of time and a drain on productivity. Some firms have tried to curb such practices by blocking access to certain websites or installing monitoring software to track Internet usage. However, such measures can easily backfire. Restrictions or monitoring can lead to resentment among staff and fuel feelings of a lack of trust, undermining productivity and causing talented employees to quit. Employers may also unintentionally block access to commercially-important information or intelligence and actually hamper the ability of employees to do their work. Furthermore, the proliferation of wireless devices and cheap data packages means that staff can easily bypass any restrictions or monitoring imposed on fixed workplace networks. At the same time, the distinction between activities which count as cyber-loafing and others which count as actual work is becoming increasingly blurred — especially as many workers use the same mobile devices and applications for both personal and professional purposes.

Given this fast-changing landscape, many firms find themselves seeking measures to tackle or control cyber-loafing among their staff. But perhaps a better question they should ask is whether cyber-loafing is actually as bad as many perceive it to be. A recent study by NUS Business School, in collaboration with Koblenz University of Applied Sciences’ Dr Rashimah Rajah, found that cyber-loafing has several dimensions. The benefits may be greater than often attributed to such behaviour.

There is no question that cyber-loafing uses up time that might otherwise be directed at more productive business activities. However, our study found that the self-initiated payoff from staff who cyber-loaf can compensate for, or even exceed, this supposed lost productivity. In a series of surveys using undergraduate students and employees at a Singapore-based finance firm, our study centred on the concept of organisational citizenship behaviour (OCB). This is essentially a measure of how helpful employees are towards their colleagues and the company, and how much of an “extra mile” they are prepared to put in for work. We found that employees generally are aware of their own cyber-loafing, recognise it represents lost productivity, and in most cases seek to make up for it in their approach to work. This relates to the psychological theory of neutralisation, where individuals seek to rationalise an activity even if they know it to be wrong or detrimental. Generally, this is done in one of two ways. The first is minimisation, where one tries to justify the activity such as by noting that “Others are doing the same thing, so why can’t I?” The second is normalisation, where one seeks to downplay the activity and ask questions such as “It’s only 10 minutes, what harm can it do?”

In our study, we observed both in action. We broke down the practice of cyber-loafing into a range of different activities, including non-work emailing, passive website browsing, and interactive cyber-loafing, which includes engaging with social networking sites or playing games. We found that these generated different levels of guilt feelings among employees and therefore different levels of compensatory response in terms of OCB. For example, employees who engaged in non-work email activity using company resources or during work time tended to compensate with the most OCB towards the firm. This included paying greater attention to conserving firm resources or to using them more efficiently. We did find that interactive cyber-loafing did not have a positive effect on OCB. The negative effect on OCB, however, was negligible.

Overall, our findings suggest that cyber-loafing is not all dysfunctional. It does have an upside in that employees who cyber-loaf will compensate by engaging in OCB. Specifically, our findings suggest that cyber-loafing produces two seemingly contrasting emotions — guilt and happiness — both of which can ultimately prove beneficial for employee productivity. This gel with previous research which has found that cyber-loafing can be beneficial to employees’ well-being, acting as a form of “mental break” before employees return their attention to work matters. Indeed, in many cases, employees view cyber-loafing not as deviant behaviour but rather as a well-deserved reward after periods of high concentration on work tasks. Overall, our study found convincing evidence that while technological developments are making cyber-loafing easier than ever, employees’ psychological processes seem to be evolving in such a way that the negative effects are offset by their own initiatives at bringing balance back to productivity in the workplace.

Now that work from home has become a norm, the boundaries between working and personal lives are becoming increasingly blurred. So to managers who view cyber-loafing as stealing company time or a form of deviance, the message from our study is to see the bigger picture, cut your staff some slack, and allow them to pay back by going the extra mile for their colleagues and the company. The benefits may surprise you.

Professor Vivien Lim is a member of the Department of Management and Organisation, NUS Business School. This article was first published in TODAYonline on 22 June 2020.
Investing for Financial Wellness
Future-ready Workshops
Speakers:
Professor Ong Seow Eng (Design & Environment ’84), Department of Real Estate, NUS Business School
Mr Shashank Shekhar Tripathi (Business ’19), Certified Financial Technician (CFTe) and Instructor, Strategic Technology Management Institute, NUS School of Computing

In 2021, the average life expectancy in Singapore is 83 years. How have you been investing to provide for yourself and your family in view of our increasing longevity? Learn how you can leverage data and technology to make better investment decisions, build and manage real estate wealth for the long term, and the pitfalls to avoid.

- **12 OCT**
  - Thu, 7.30pm - 9.00pm
  - Register: alumnet.events/FRoct21
  - Contact: Ms Lee Siao Shuan
    s.lee@nus.edu.sg

Write About Love (PG)
Feature Films (Philippines)
A young, female writer gets teamed up with a male writer to create the perfect romantic movie. Their clashing personalities and different perspectives on relationships lead them through a journey of self-discovery, as they ultimately find out what it really takes to write about love.

- **28 OCT**
  - Thu, Shaw Foundation Alumni House, Thu, 7.30pm - 9.30pm
  - Register: alumnet.events/FFoct21
  - Contact: Ms Tan Li Hui
    lhtan@nus.edu.sg

Towards a Digital Organisation and Data-Driven Workforce
Tech Talk
Speakers:
Associate Professor Tan Chuan Hoo (Computing ’01), Deputy Head (Administration and Research), Department of Information Systems and Analytics, NUS School of Computing
Dr Benjamin Lee (Science ’84), Senior Lecturer (Data Analytics and Visualisation), Department of Statistics and Data Science, NUS Faculty of Science

Gain insights into how you can harness data for your work, as well as how your company can reimagine the way it develops digital capabilities and create effective practices for digital transformation. In addition, get to learn about common missteps in companies’ digital transformation journeys and how to avoid them.

- **16 NOV**
  - Tue, 7.30pm - 9.00pm
  - Register: alumnet.events/TSnov21
  - Contact: Mr Kenneth Phang
    kphang@nus.edu.sg

"Meat" the Plant-Based Future
Thirsty Thursdays
Join a panel of experts from the plant-based industry, who will share how going meatless will become the Future of Food, and witness how healthy food can be insanely delicious!

- **2 DEC**
  - Thu, 7.30pm - 9.00pm
  - Register: alumnet.events/TTdec21
  - Contact: Ms Tan Li Hui
    lhtan@nus.edu.sg
A WORLD OF POSSIBILITIES

Since the pioneer batch of 14 NUS students headed to Silicon Valley in 2002 as part of a partnership with Stanford University, the NUS Overseas Colleges (NOC) programme has grown to more than 15 cities, from Shenzhen to Stockholm. Melding start-up internship with academic studies at partner universities, the programme is considered a rite of passage for aspiring entrepreneurs. Six NOC alumni share their experiences of the programme, and the insights gained from it.

LESSONS FROM THE DREAM FACTORY

Alumni entrepreneurs from the NUS Overseas Colleges programme share the profound influence the experience has had on them.

When did you learn of the NOC programme and what made you apply for it?

TON CHIN YIAN: I first learned about NOC as a Year 1 Computer Engineering student through a roadmap. I knew that I didn’t want to go into a corporate role upon graduation and joined NOC in 2020 to learn about the tech ecosystem in Shenzhen, see how companies there are driven by R&D, and learn the ins and outs of one of China’s most powerful manufacturing and tech clusters.

GORDILLA ANN TAM: I am a Linguistics major and both my mother and I always thought I would become another “Ms Tan” in a school. Then, in the welcome week for Year 1 students, I attended an NOC information session. Under the impression that it was about internships — and not knowing what entrepreneurship was about — I asked for an internship and was given a posting within weeks. Thus began a crazy journey where I, even as an intern, ended up representing my company for roadshows in Korea and Australia. I went on to do the NOC programme in Shanghai from 2018 to 2019, where I was placed in the world’s largest accelerator venture capital investment company, and was sent for business meetings in Southeast Asia and Taiwan. I spent another three semesters in N-House (Enterprise House, an entrepreneurship-themed residence manager by NOC) where I was a senior resident assistant. I also interned at BLOCK71 (NUS Enterprise’s tech ecosystem builder and global connector for the start-up community), so my NOC journey was very long! After graduation, I worked at blockchain accelerator Tribe, but have since left in view of starting my own business. It is the biggest decision I’ve ever made — and one that was influenced by my time with NOC.

YEOH WANGIE: I heard about NOC during a talk, but never really prioritised it on my student chart as a Global Studies undergraduate. It was during my second year that I considered it. I was volunteering in a social enterprise that places young people into jobs, saw a lot of meaning in my work and wanted to continue doing this. In a quest to find a sustainable solution, I turned to entrepreneurship, and joined NOC to find businesses with a strong social element. I went to Stockholm and the CEO of the company was an NOC Stockholm alumni who tried to place me in situations where I would gather more knowledge and insights that were relevant to what I wanted to do.

MOHAMAD SHIJUDEEN BIN BAJAR RAHMAN: I had gone for an academic exchange in Year 3 and found living abroad really fun. So I thought I would try working abroad too, and chose New York as it was, to me, the coolest city. I only went for the NOC programme in Year 4, from 2018 to 2019. It was something that I did, in a way, for fun. I had always been interested in entrepreneurship, though it was just something at the back of my mind. Most Business students want to go into the finance industry after graduation, but the NOC experience changed my views, and I went on to start my own company.

What were the biggest challenges you faced?

CORDILLIA: Finding a place to stay within two weeks of landing in a new country was certainly challenging! Also, we had to juggle internship and academic requirements: attending our entrepreneurship classes, writing that idea journal, coming up with a 30-page business case, conceptualising our own mini start-up… It was a lot of stuff jam-packed into 11 months. Mapping out the modules to meet our Unrestricted Elective (UE) requirement was also a challenge. I managed to complete a Linguistics module at Fudan University.

SHIJUDEEN: As a Global Studies major, I had a very difficult time trying to match my modules, especially since the NOC programme wasn’t something which I initially planned to take part in.

HOMEBASE: I was a Global Studies major, and my NOC experience changed my view of problem-solving: it taught me to take charge and just “do the right thing”, as one of the most powerful manufacturing and tech clusters.

Ang Yi Shuang: I was influenced by my time with NOC. I am a Linguistics major and both my mother and I always thought I would become another “Ms Tan” in a school. Then, in the welcome week for Year 1 students, I attended an NOC information session. Under the impression that it was about internships — and not knowing what entrepreneurship was about — I asked for an internship and was given a posting within weeks. Thus began a crazy journey where I, even as an intern, ended up representing my company for roadshows in Korea and Australia. I went on to do the NOC programme in Shanghai from 2018 to 2019, where I was placed at the world’s largest accelerator venture capital investment company, and was sent for business meetings in Southeast Asia and Taiwan. I spent another three semesters in N-House (Enterprise House, an entrepreneurship-themed residence manager by NOC) where I was a senior resident assistant. I also interned at BLOCK71 (NUS Enterprise’s tech ecosystem builder and global connector for the start-up community), so my NOC journey was very long! After graduation, I worked at blockchain accelerator Tribe, but have since left in view of starting my own business. It is the biggest decision I’ve ever made — and one that was influenced by my time with NOC.

YEOH WANGIE: I heard about NOC during a talk, but never really prioritised it on my student chart as a Global Studies undergraduate. It was during my second year that I considered it. I was volunteering in a social enterprise that places young people into jobs, saw a lot of meaning in my work and wanted to continue doing this. In a quest to find a sustainable solution, I turned to entrepreneurship, and joined NOC to find businesses with a strong social element. I went to Stockholm and the CEO of the company was an NOC Stockholm alumni who tried to place me in situations where I would gather more knowledge and insights that were relevant to what I wanted to do.

MOHAMAD SHIJUDEEN BIN BAJAR RAHMAN: I had gone for an academic exchange in Year 3 and found living abroad really fun. So I thought I would try working abroad too, and chose New York as it was, to me, the coolest city. I only went for the NOC programme in Year 4, from 2018 to 2019. It was something that I did, in a way, for fun. I had always been interested in entrepreneurship, though it was just something at the back of my mind. Most Business students want to go into the finance industry after graduation, but the NOC experience changed my views, and I went on to start my own company.

The NOC experience changed my view of problem-solving: it taught me to take charge and just “do the right thing”.

MR MOHAMAD SHIJUDEEN BIN BAJAR RAHMAN: I was influenced by my time with NOC. I had expected the boss to tell me everything, and would wait for instructions from the top. But in New York, my bosses would ask for my opinions and solutions during meetings. It was a shock but I eventually overcame it, and over time I was given so much responsibility that half the people didn’t know I was just an intern! Through the experience, my attitude towards work changed; I became proactive to get the most out of my year-long experience. It also changed my view of problem-solving: it taught me to take charge and just “do the right thing”, as one of the co-founders would say. As someone who is running my own business, I realise I don’t have to know all the answers — as long as I have the right people with me, we will be able to solve problems.

ANG CHIN YIAN: We often think that Singapore is fast-paced but it does not compare to Beijing, so I had
to ramp up during my time there. While I was at Xiaomi, the start-up culture was still very strong and when faced with a problem, my boss would tell us to just tackle it quickly. Once, he asked for my take on an issue and I prepared a full presentation deck — as I would in school. The next day as I was about to run the deck by him, he stopped me and said, “No, just go for it. The faster you try, the faster you fail, the faster we can move on.” I took this spirit back with me and I feel that it gave me an edge when I left my job and started my own business.

YI SWAN: I didn’t think that entrepreneurship could be taught. But NOC disproved this notion with its support structure, modules, coaches and mentors. It was not an academic way of teaching but an experiential way to learn how to identify opportunities. One of the most important skills I learnt was how to conduct market validation. With the tools and framework to identify opportunities, a growth mentality and knowledge on creating and capturing value, I’ve gone on to start my own platform to help music students, having faced obstacles myself while taking up the Trinity ATCL diploma in piano. Another learning point from the NOC experience is the importance of relationships. The founders of the start-up I interned at in Shenzhen were from Cyprus, and had arrived in China not speaking a word of Mandarin. Yet they made it a point to learn the language and build relationships, to the extent of sharing what some might consider “trade secrets” with competitors.

China not speaking a word of Mandarin. Yet they made it a point to learn the language and build relationships, to the extent of sharing what some might consider “trade secrets” with competitors.

I was baffled at first, but later realised that this was how they built trust and earned social credit.

Would it be right to say that the NOC experience has led many of you to what you are doing today — as well as how you do it? Hardik: While working on engineering projects, I always saw the effort hardware engineers had to put in to find fabricators who could get things done on time and correctly. We just accepted it as “how things are supposed to be”. But while I was in Toronto for the NOC internship, I saw how a platform worked to connect American suppliers to American manufacturers and decided to create the same for the Asian market. With a couple of pitch mates, we pitched the idea of Factorem during NOC and before we knew it, revenue started coming in — and we realised that we were building a business.

The NOC experience also showed me the feasibility of starting a company. When in Toronto, I realised a lot of final-year students had already started their companies about two to three years prior. Their rationale was that since they were young with little financial or family commitments, they had little to lose. Then, when I attended events in Silicon Valley, I realised you don’t have to be a super-brilliant Nobel Prize winner to start your own company: you just need to be somebody with an idea, and who is prepared to give your all to make it work.

Waning: Previously, I had this idea that entrepreneurs are hustlers who never see the light of day. But this start-up I was working at had a very chill atmosphere with an emphasis on work-life balance — in fact, they insisted that you knock off at 6pm! I came to appreciate entrepreneurship as a mindset: one that isn’t afraid to challenge and improve the status quo. I took it as a spirit that I could bring to any organisation, and I applied it to how things are done at my social enterprise, Hatch. Working in Stockholm also showed me a different model to doing business. Sweden drives a lot of business through trust and interpersonal relationships: there is a trust that your partners will get things done — and done well — and this trust is built through knowing each other as people, rather than just another worker. A lot of their work meetings involve just checking up on each other’s lives, changes in the family... anything but business! This resonated with me especially.

Do you think entrepreneurship is necessary for those who want to start something directly after NOC, but do not know how to do it? Hardik: NOC showed us the first steps to becoming entrepreneurs, but as Waning said, one might still not know how to start upon returning home. I, for one, did not map my Final-Year Project to my NOC project. Between balancing my academic work and planning my start-up, I had people telling me to forget about school work and focus on my business — but I still wanted to learn more of the academic stuff. It would be good if there are talks on this topic, not just for final-year students returning from NOC, but even for freshmen, so that they receive the guidance early.

The Total valuation of BLOCK71 Singapore start-ups stands at $7.05 Billion, equating to almost a quarter of the total valuation generated by Singapore start-ups in 2020.

BLOCK71 Singapore has engaged more than 350,000 people over the last 10 years via community platforms.
Championing Conscious Consumerism

Ms Bianca Tham (Arts and Social Sciences ‘17) isn’t naive about the impact she can make on the environment — but that doesn’t curb her enthusiasm one bit.

I am making is — if I were, I would be discouraged every time I went down to the recycling bin since it’s often contaminated with non-recyclables. But I still recycle religiously because I want to be the change I want to see.

AN ONGOING JOURNEY

This principle of conscious consumerism continues a journey that began for Ms Tham in secondary school, when she saw videos of how animals were used to test cosmetic products. “I steered clear of those companies but as I grew up, I learnt that every industry has an unethical side that I did not want to support,” says Ms Tham, a Social Studies teacher.

That discovery prompted her to consider not just what she bought but also how much she bought. “I was a shopaholic,” she admits, revealing that she would buy clothes, seemingly in autopilot mode, whenever she stepped into a mall. Disturbed by this, she decided to quit shopping for a year, going cold turkey during her university days. “It was painful but that one year made me so mindful of my habits. I also became mindful of the brands around us — I did some research and found that I did not want to be supporting them because of their labour and environmental practices.”

She adds that it can be challenging to be a discerning consumer in today’s climate, as corporations can “greenwash” themselves to appear more sustainable than they actually are: “So if you’re going to base your decisions on a slogan or an ad they have, don’t,” she says. “Read up on their mission statements and environmental impact reports to make sure they really are as sustainable as they claim to be.” This means sometimes buying goods that are more expensive — but she is fine with this as she knows just what her money is going towards.

RALLYING HER PEERS

Ms Tham stresses that being a discerning buyer does not have to be an expensive or lonely pursuit. She championed “freeganism” during her time at NUS, going so far as to run an event devoted to it. Her belief in the ‘power of free’ led to the creation of a ‘free market’ during her undergraduate days, where NUS students and staff could share their talents, skills and goods with the community for free. That event, aptly titled ‘Laissez Faire’, remains a highlight of the University Scholars Programme calendar.

Ms Tham has also gained notoriety for being a ‘dumpper diver’ — which refers to the act of digging through trash to find goods that can still be used. One of her most prized finds is a glass bowl she found in a dustbin near her home. Describing it as being perfect "except for a thin film of dust," she uses it as a fruit bowl in her home today. “But only after we gave it a thorough wiping down,” she adds quickly.

NEW ARENAS OF CHANGE

These days, Ms Tham admits that the demands of work make it difficult for her to meaningfully engage in activities like dumpster diving. Still, she finds opportunities to make a difference wherever she can — which is more often than not in the classroom. “Today’s Social Studies curriculum encourages teachers to discuss current affairs like sustainability. Character and Citizenship Education also allow me to do this,” she explains.

Being an educator for the past three years has shown her that Gen-Z may not be as eco-friendly as they are sometimes made out to be. “I’ve heard that notion before,” she shares. “But in reality, they are still very driven by trends. For example, there was a period when reusable straws and food containers were very popular because of influencers on TikTok. But when that trend died down, students gradually reverted to using disposables again.”

Despite this, Ms Tham’s can-do spirit continues to shine as she seeks to build the same love for the environment that today’s young share for TikTok dance crazes and memes. She looks for creative solutions to tackle these issues: for instance, in 2019, she engaged Snapvaholic, an e-commerce platform that allows users to swap clothes, to run a lecture for her students. “They really engaged and saw that there are alternatives to the ‘buy, buy, buy’ lifestyle we are used to,” she reflects. Her career in education also allows her to pursue a lifelong passion for interacting with youths. “I get energised by them,” she says. “I grew up in a single-parent household, so I especially empathise with youths from vulnerable backgrounds. I want to give them options in life by being a parent away from home, guiding them as they go through their education.”

Social media has shown Ms Tham that Gen-Z may not be as eco-friendly as they are sometimes made out to be. “I’ve heard that notion before,” she shares. “But in reality, they are still very driven by trends. For example, there was a period when reusable straws and food containers were very popular because of influencers on TikTok. But when that trend died down, students gradually reverted to using disposables again.”

Despite this, Ms Tham’s can-do spirit continues to shine as she seeks to build the same love for the environment that today’s young share for TikTok dance crazes and memes. She looks for creative solutions to tackle these issues: for instance, in 2019, she engaged Snapvaholic, an e-commerce platform that allows users to swap clothes, to run a lecture for her students. “They really engaged and saw that there are alternatives to the ‘buy, buy, buy’ lifestyle we are used to,” she reflects. Her career in education also allows her to pursue a lifelong passion for interacting with youths. “I get energised by them,” she says. “I grew up in a single-parent household, so I especially empathise with youths from vulnerable backgrounds. I want to give them options in life by being a parent away from home, guiding them as they go through their education.”

Besides salvaging trash for her own use, Ms Tham often cleans up her dumpster finds and ‘rehomes’ these items via call-outs on social media.

I don’t let myself be affected by how big or small the impact I am making is... I still recycle religiously because I want to be the change I want to see.
The Long and Short of It

Why Viddsee co-founders Mr Ho Jia Jian (Engineering ’10) and Mr Derek Tan (Engineering ’09) are betting on short films.

Films like the social network have portrayed the relationships between co-founders of successful start-ups as fraught and toxic. But for Mr Ho Jia Jian (Engineering ’10) and Mr Derek Tan (Engineering ’09) — the two men behind short film platform Viddsee — the truth is anything but. Their collegial working relationship shines through during our interview, and as Mr Ho puts it, might be a result of their shared history at the University. “We both studied engineering but we didn’t actually meet in the Faculty. We crossed paths at nuSTUDIOS, an NUS film CCA that brings together film buffs from across the University,” shares Mr Ho, 34. Mr Tan chimes in, adding, “We managed a lot of projects in the CCA together, from film masterclasses to screenings. So we got a sense of how the other worked quite early on.” Being heavily involved in nuSTUDIOS also allowed the pair to appreciate the passion each had for film, a passion that still burns today.

It is this passion that brought Viddsee to life eight years ago. The platform hosts and distributes short films from Singapore and the region and has become a lifeline for many filmmakers looking to reach more audiences. More than 3,000 storytellers use the platform and have uploaded over 4,500 films on it to date. The platform serves as a launching pad for many of these films and filmmakers, with Viddsee profiling the creatives, matching opportunities and funding for them. And their efforts have borne fruit: the films on the platform have amassed more than two billion views — a testament to the power of short films, says Mr Tan. “You don’t need to invest an hour; just 15 minutes is enough to get a story that someone is trying to tell.”

Tell us about your passion for films. DEEREK TAN (DT): I dabbled in film in secondary school and Junior College. Being in Electrical and Computer Engineering allowed me to see the exciting developments taking place in computer animation and videography. I had an unofficial Minor in Film; I enrolled in film modules from the Arts Faculty, like Japanese and South Asian film — which were technically for fourth-years, but I took them in my first year!

HO JIA JIAN (JJ): Prior to NUS, I was helping out on production shoots in my hometown of Kuala Lumpur. Like Derek, I was also interested in engineering and how things worked. So when I got to NUS, I tried to align my passion for both, which was how I became so actively involved in nuSTUDIOS.

What are your earliest memories of film? DT: TV was my gateway to film. When I was five or six, I used a videocassette recorder (VCR) to record movies that were being aired on TV and had my own “video rental” store, which I shared with family and friends. My collection was basically a curation of movies that I thought were worth watching. JJ: My background was a lot more about visuals and creatives. At 11, I remember doing graphic drawings and creating logos on Photoshop. I was very intrigued with the idea of creation. Later on, I got into photography and videos. I then stumbled upon film in a professional setting.

What happened in the three years between graduation and the starting of Viddsee? DT: Both Jian and I ended up working in the product teams of a major cable network provider, although at different times (Jian joined after I had left). In that role, we got to see first-hand the developments in Internet TV and got an inkling of how that would change the way people consumed content. JJ: After our stints there, we got to thinking that this might be the right time to branch out and work on something that we were passionate about, which is creating a community centred on short films. So we leaned on our new professional experience and existing passion to build Viddsee.

Why the focus on short films? JJ: We feel that short films are the heart for local stories. If you ask people what they know about Singaporean films, they might throw out a big director’s name or a recent mainstream movie. But there are a vast number of stories being told through short films that remain undiscovered. From our experience, we also saw that attention spans were getting shorter and predicted that there might be an increased demand for short films — especially with the rise of mobile streaming.

DT: It builds on our own journeys. We’ve made short films in the past and we know very well the challenges of finding an audience for them, so we wanted to serve that community of filmmakers. This community is more than just those who went through professional film school. You also have people like us, who are passionate about films but who may do it on the side, and short films allow us to do that. And we wanted to showcase these.

Do you have much time for filmmaking these days? JJ: At times, but we also derive a lot of satisfaction from being able to empower filmmakers who are, frankly, much better than we ever were (laughs).

DT: I work quite closely with brands and help them tell their stories. So we do more behind-the-camera ideation now.

Through Their Lens

The duo’s must-see short films, available on Viddsee:

DT: Gift (2008, Singapore): “The impact of this shows you how powerful short films are. I got an email from a Brazilian kid who was really enthralled by the film and Singaporean culture. Very touching stuff.” Watch at viddsee.com/video/gift

JJ: Final Exam (2019, Singapore): “It tells the story we all know too well: the stress of a final examination and how that affects our compassion and empathy for others.” Watch at viddsee.com/video/final-exam

Mr Ho (left) at the annual Viddsee Juree Awards, which honours the best short films from Singapore, Indonesia and the Philippines.
Mind Your Language

Education entrepreneur Ms Rilla Melati (Arts and Social Sciences ‘96) is reimagining the way Malay is learnt.

That’s precisely what Ms Rilla hopes to do with Mini Monsters. Starting the venture was also a way of instilling in her son, now 20, the same appreciation for and comfort with the Malay language that she enjoys. “Some of the learning materials he had in school were very foreign to him because they were imported from the region. The main characters in the stories had errands like feeding the chicken or goat – which would not make much sense to a student in Singapore! So when children can’t relate, they tend to tune out.”

SUCCESS WITH ADIL

Realising that there was a dearth of localised Malay content, Ms Rilla decided to take the plunge and make Mini Monsters a publisher as well. After this, she began writing a series of books in the Malay language, known as the Sri Aksi Adil (Adventures of Adil) collection. Loosely based on her son, the series follows the adventures of Adil, an inquisitive five-year-old Singaporean Malay boy, along with his friends and family. It also teaches the values of tolerance and acceptance, by suggesting that Adil lives in a single-parent household – and is no less loved because of it. It’s a theme that draws on Ms Rilla’s own experience as a single parent. “I want kids who may be in such situations to know that it’s okay.”

Alongside this, Ms Rilla never loses sight of her goal of fostering a greater appreciation for the Malay language. Each title in the Adil series ends with a bilingual Malay-English glossary. In her words, she wants this to be “an entry point for children who might be distant from their mother tongue to appreciate and understand the Malay language.”

The success of Mini Monsters is apparent from its rapid growth, both in terms of size and services. More than a decade ago, Mini Monsters started out as a two-person, two-table set-up for an educational outreach arm of a television production company. Today, it has expanded to include a junior academy – Mini Umi; as well as MonstarsTV—a bilingual children’s digital portal. Mini Monsters has also grown from being a provider of Malay enrichment programmes to schools, to a leading bilingual Malay-English Tuition institution recognised for producing high-quality educational materials with the perfect mix of cross-media engagement for its young audience. To Ms Rilla, this expansion was a way of ensuring the longevity of her vision. “If we were too small, we wouldn’t be able to go where we want to go and keep doing it for years to come. That’s why the expansion was important.”

Ms Rilla Melati's prowess as a storyteller comes to life as she describes her childhood in the 1980s. “I was surrounded by the Malay language. It was on the radio, on television, in my books,” the 48-year-old recalls, adding that she spoke nothing but Malay at home. These conditions led to a lifelong love and passion for the Malay language. Four decades on, she observes that a general lack of creative local Malay content that is age-appropriate and a curriculum that used to focus too heavily on the technical aspects of the language. “Compare this to when I was a kid – it’s completely different now. Now it’s something you score in, not something you speak in.”

VALUABLE LESSONS

These are the things that Ms Rilla is trying to change with Mini Monsters, an educational venture that is charting new learning strategies to help young ones – and the young at heart – learn and relearn the Malay language. It does this through a popular enrichment programme for schools, where Ms Rilla and her team enliven the learning of the language through music and movement, drama and locally-authored storybooks. “These are things I learnt as a member of the inaugural batch of NUS Theatre Studies, and they are very powerful tools,” she explains, adding that they can be used across all age groups and proficiency levels.

It’s something she knows very well herself – as a child, she was a cast member of the popular Aksi Mat Yoyo television show, which ran from 1982 to 1992. Recalling those days of early fame, she says, “My weekends were spent on the show. I remember going to Caldecott Hill before the sun rose and then leaving only after it had set!” Still, the hard work was worth it as she was able to learn from the greats of Malay entertainment at the time, including Nora Aishah, a Cultural Medallion winner and mother of the late Iskandar Ismail, himself a Cultural Medallion winner. “It was the perfect blend of entertainment and education.”

Ms Rilla Melati is a pioneer of Malay speech and drama programmes for schools in Singapore, and the founder of Mini Monsters, which reimagines the way the language is learnt. She is also a popular author of several Malay and bilingual children’s storybooks and has written scripts for many Malay children’s TV shows since the 1990s. Her name might ring a bell for children who grew up in the 1980s. That’s because she was a cast member of one of local television’s most popular children’s shows, Aksi Mat Yoyo.
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**STAYING ‘YOUNG AT HEART’ WITH SCIENCE**

Is the ‘pump’ that powers our bodies capable of repairing itself? Current research offers some promising evidence that the lifespan of our hearts can be extended.

**WHAT DOES AGEING REALLY MEAN?**

“Our hope for this collaboration with clinical scientists is to bridge the gap between what we study in the lab and clinical observations,” says Prof Li. “When scientists can discover if the cell we have and replace damaged parts, and this is ongoing. So why can’t a cell be immortal?”

When one scales this up to the level of an organ, like the heart, the questions multiply. For example, do we know if cells in the heart can repair themselves, and if they can, do we lose that ability as we age?

**SCAR TISSUE**

According to Prof Foo, there is good evidence in the animal kingdom that heart cells can and do regenerate. The zebrafish and the newt are only two examples of animals whose hearts can heal themselves. Even if one slices part of the zebrafish’s heart off, it can be regenerated to be as good as new. Of course, zebrafish and newts aren’t even mammals, but Prof Foo notes that researchers have seen something similar in mice. The NUS Medicine project is looking for answers there. The researches have discovered that mice below a week old could heal from a heart attack. They form a bit of fibrotic tissue, just as the zebrafish and newts do, but a heart heals nicely and their hearts are as good as new eventually. Past this one-week window, a heart attack results in a permanent scar, says Prof Foo. We all learn that the heart is a muscle, so it is made up of muscle tissue. Given that our other muscles do heal, it seems intuitive that the heart should heal in much the same way. Of course, the heart is made up of specialised cells, so it does exhibit properties different to the skeletal musculature. Prof Foo notes that heart muscles respond to increased stress by becoming larger. New muscle fibres are not added because cell division does not happen. Instead, existing cells become larger and the resulting tissue might scar. This is because the heart is incapable of growing new healthy tissue, which one might expect given that there are no stem cells involved, as there are in the skeletal musculature. A common consequence of this scarring tissue, which also forms as a result of heart attacks, is a degree of stiffness that affects the heart.

**FROM MICE TO MEN?**

This is what makes the historical research findings in mice particularly impressive, because mouse hearts do not have stem cells either. It is not the case that stem cells were present in the young mice, and then disappeared or atrophied. That healing happened without stem cells warrants further investigation. “When we look at a rodent model, the healing was from endogenous cells. There is now emerging evidence that this capacity is not entirely lost (as the mice age). So we will be looking for where these cardiac cells are, and how we can resuscitate this healing capacity. These are the research questions we’ll be looking at,” says Prof Foo.

To find the answers, Prof Foo and Prof Li have assembled an interdisciplinary team. This joint team aims to conduct a rigorous study that looks into the molecules and structures of the heart, highlighting NUS Medicine’s exciting recent discovery of a novel protein molecular chaperone involved in cardiac pathology associated with the Singaporean population. With this as an entry point, the MBI team will investigate the molecular control of protein homeostasis and the heart’s ability to contract.

**GROWING MODEL ORGANS**

The team will also examine how cardiomyocytes (cells that generate contractile force in the heart) respond to increased stress by becoming larger. New muscle fibres are not added because cell division does not happen. Instead, existing cells become larger and the resulting tissue might scar. This is because the heart is incapable of growing new healthy tissue, which one might expect given that there are no stem cells involved, as there are in the skeletal musculature. A common consequence of this scarring tissue, which also forms as a result of heart attacks, is a degree of stiffness that affects the heart.

**DISEASE TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH PROGRAMME**

The core of the translational research programme is the mechanobiology of the heart, one of the most recognisable properties of the ageing heart, at the molecular and cellular levels.

**We know that cells have enormous ability to fix themselves. So why can’t a cell be immortal?**

As co-leaders of this project, Prof Foo (the Director of the Cardiovascular Disease Translational Research Programme, NUS Medicine) and Prof Li (who is MBI’s Director) both have considerable expertise in their respective areas. Prof Li’s work in examining cellular dynamics has employed integrated approaches that encompass biochemistry, genetics, quantitative imaging and fluorescence spectroscopy, mathematical modelling, quantitative genomics and proteomics (the large-scale study of proteins). A clinician, Prof Foo has led researchers from NUS Medicine and the National University Hospital in creating the world’s first map of the heart’s genes, and the switches that control them, and also established Singapore’s first Cardiac Genetics clinical service. The collaboration is attempting to unlock the secrets behind how heart tissues, and molecular and mechanical functions of heart cells, change as we age. What the teams discover could launch the development of innovative diagnostic methods and more effective treatments for age-related cardiovascular diseases (CVD). These might have direct applications in Singapore, where one in five persons will be above 65 years of age by 2050. “If we understand how ageing works at the cellular and molecular level, we might be able to slow it down, and reduce ageing as a risk factor for diseases,” explains Prof Li. The project’s main aim is to understand cardiac stiffness, one of the most

---

**Keeping a steady beat**

Cardiac stiffness is all too common in ageing hearts, and research shows a similar situation at the cellular level. A collaboration between the Mechanobiology Institute and the Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine at NUS will attempt to bridge the gap between basic science and clinical practice to find practical solutions.
The COVID-19 pandemic has changed everything, and yet it has changed nothing, say Dr Adrian W. J. Kuah and Ms Katrina Tan (Arts and Social Sciences ‘98).

As we move into a future where COVID-19 is endemic, what if we have changed so much that we can’t, or won’t, go back to the past ways of living?

**CAN’T OR WON’T?**

As the pandemic extends into its second year, the pressure to kickstart the economy and get back to normal becomes ever more urgent. People are being pressed to return to the state of ‘before’. But what if people refuse, for various reasons? What if, as Aidt points out, we are now a “different person”? Maybe one who has become so inured to this lack of purpose, that a numberlessness has set in? Or that the pursuit of previously sought-after material wealth and social status no longer holds meaning? What if people have adapted so much to the new way of life that they are willing to relinquish certain benefits so they can continue with what they have now? What if the experience of the pandemic has caused uncontrollable trauma, such that people simply cannot return, and need to hunker in place?

**ACEDIA / SIAN / LANGUISHING**

Some authors have suggested that following the initial panic and grief in 2020, we have collapsed into “linguishing” in 2021. One definition of languishing is “a sense of stagnation and emptiness,” while another is the vague lack of purpose, sometimes while mourning away at work.

Two recently-created neologisms — (内卷) (nèjuǎn) or ‘involution’ (a novel definition by 985 Waste), and (躺平) (tǎngpíng) or ‘lie flat’ — have caught the attention of young Chinese and the government. While it may conjure images of a hamster running madly on a hamster wheel, downshifting is in line with the Aristotelian concept of oikonomy, whose goal is for the individual to strive for the unattainable. The United Nations has said that mental health and the wellbeing of whole societies have been severely impacted, and that psychological distress is widespread. Unless some action is taken, we are on the brink of a major mental health crisis.

**taking back control**

As the pandemic settles into a predictable normacy, more companies have been calling staff back to work. The workplace has changed remotely for more than a year to return to the office. Schools are opening and calling students back for face-to-face lessons. In the workplace, distinct camps have cropped up. One camp is willing to relinquish benefits, forge a US$30,000-a-year raise and even quit in order to choose where they need to work. The other has those willing to pay to come into the office.

While it is still early days, the hybrid model of working both at home and in some specified location has gained traction. What this specified location is, however, could be different for different people, situations and companies.

The pandemic has changed the way we view the spaces we exist in. The conjoining of our first (home) and second (workplace) spaces has blurred, and got indifferent to the healthy boundaries that we do not have enough support for the vulnerable; that all of this support structure has been cut. It is not merely sufficient to shore up national healthcare systems, but necessary to entirely rethink the way we live our social, political and economic lives. This means that health has to be understood as the bedrock of our lives, and not as something that can be tackled on after. We mean by “health” not just the vitality of the biobehavioral system, but an entire system of emotion and affect as well as anxiety and fear are all part of the ‘health’ systems of our lives. They affect our immunity and ability to thrive.

4. ‘Work’ has been taken as central to the economic productivity – the productive economy – of the capitalist paradigm, at the expense of ‘private’ life. We are calling for a shift towards an economic culture that protects the family home, however it may be construed: of same sex, opposite sex, multi-generational, single, or whatever sort.

5. ‘Private’ life is vital and necessary for allowing thoughtful, caring life.

And yet, just as many young Chinese will continue to “roll,” Gotman admits that she will continue to perform and conform, because laying down offers no connections and no sense of security and freedom from want. But maybe, this is the opportune time for us to reconsider whether truly is a need for the relentless pursuit of chrematistics, and whether and how we can downshift from the 9-9-6 work culture.

**A PART OF OUR COVID-19 CONTAINMENT STRATEGIES,** we in Singapore hunkered down way the English ‘plague village’ of Eam in did in 1665-1666 (when combating the Black Death) — by closing borders, self-isolating, socially distancing, and meeting outdoors only when really necessary (i.e. church, in the case of the villagers).

Other than that, life in our present day continued pretty much as it always is. As things got slowing down we turned up and showed our faces/ avatars on Zoom, performing while being watched, and produced as much as — if not more than — we did in the old normal. Essentially, we transported what we did school or the workplace to the home, and put it on steroids. In her 2021 paper “The Inapprorpiate: On Oikology, Care and Ruling Life,” Kédina Gomn calls this “perpetual performativity… constant presenteeism, hyperproductivity, and hypertrophic mechanisms of surveillance and control.” In spite of, or maybe due to, the maintenance of this semblance of normality in a clearly abnormal situation, global levels of stress have skyrocketed.

The United Nations has said that mental health and the wellbeing of whole societies have been severely impacted, and that psychological distress is widespread. Unless some action is taken, we are on the brink of a major mental health crisis.

The journal Nature reported that mentally ill in 10% of the world’s population. According to the journal, this marked a 20% increase from the pre-pandemic period. The report also noted that mental health issues have become more widespread. Unless some action is taken, we are on the brink of a major mental health crisis.

**tǎngpíng**

endorses the practice of downshifting, which is defined as the voluntary choice by individuals to change aspects of their lives in order to create a simpler lifestyle. The practice has been on the rise in the UK and US for several decades. This downshifting is in line with the Aristotelian concept of oikonomy, whose goal is for the individual to strive for the unattainable. The United Nations has said that mental health and the wellbeing of whole societies have been severely impacted, and that psychological distress is widespread. Unless some action is taken, we are on the brink of a major mental health crisis.

The pandemic has changed the way we view the spaces we exist in. The conjoining of our first (home) and second (workplace) spaces has blurred, and got indifferent to the healthy boundaries that we do not have enough support for the vulnerable; that all of this support structure has been cut. It is not merely sufficient to shore up national healthcare systems, but necessary to entirely rethink the way we live our social, political and economic lives. This means that health has to be understood as the bedrock of our lives, and not as something that can be tackled on after. We mean by “health” not just the vitality of the biobehavioral system, but an entire system of emotion and affect. The pandemic has changed the way we view the spaces we exist in. The conjoining of our first (home) and second (workplace) spaces has blurred, and got indifferent to the healthy boundaries that we do not have enough support for the vulnerable; that all of this support structure has been cut. It is not merely sufficient to shore up national healthcare systems, but necessary to entirely rethink the way we live our social, political and economic lives. This means that health has to be understood as the bedrock of our lives, and not as something that can be tackled on after. We mean by “health” not just the vitality of the biobehavioral system, but an entire system of emotion and affect.

As the pandemic extends into its second year, the pressure to kickstart the economy and get back to normal becomes ever more urgent. People are being pressed to return to the state of ‘before’. But what if people refuse, for various reasons? What if, as Aidt points out, we are now a “different person”? Maybe one who has become so inured to this lack of purpose, that a numberlessness has set in? Or that the pursuit of previously sought-after material wealth and social status no longer holds meaning? What if people have adapted so much to the new way of life that they are willing to relinquish certain benefits so they can continue with what they have now? What if the experience of the pandemic has caused uncontrollable trauma, such that people simply cannot return, and need to hunker in place?

Some authors have suggested that following the initial panic and grief in 2020, we have collapsed into “linguishing” in 2021. One definition of languishing is “a sense of stagnation and emptiness,” while another is the vague lack of purpose, sometimes while mourning away at work.

Two recently-created neologisms — (内卷) (nèjuǎn) or ‘involution’ (a novel definition by 985 Waste), and (躺平) (tǎngpíng) or ‘lie flat’ — have caught the attention of young Chinese and the government. While it may conjure images of a hamster running madly on a hamster wheel, downshifting is in line with the Aristotelian concept of oikonomy, whose goal is for the individual to strive for the unattainable. The United Nations has said that mental health and the wellbeing of whole societies have been severely impacted, and that psychological distress is widespread. Unless some action is taken, we are on the brink of a major mental health crisis.

The pandemic has changed the way we view the spaces we exist in. The conjoining of our first (home) and second (workplace) spaces has blurred, and got indifferent to the healthy boundaries that we do not have enough support for the vulnerable; that all of this support structure has been cut. It is not merely sufficient to shore up national healthcare systems, but necessary to entirely rethink the way we live our social, political and economic lives. This means that health has to be understood as the bedrock of our lives, and not as something that can be tackled on after. We mean by “health” not just the vitality of the biobehavioral system, but an entire system of emotion and affect. The pandemic has changed the way we view the spaces we exist in. The conjoining of our first (home) and second (workplace) spaces has blurred, and got indifferent to the healthy boundaries that we do not have enough support for the vulnerable; that all of this support structure has been cut. It is not merely sufficient to shore up national healthcare systems, but necessary to entirely rethink the way we live our social, political and economic lives. This means that health has to be understood as the bedrock of our lives, and not as something that can be tackled on after. We mean by “health” not just the vitality of the biobehavioral system, but an entire system of emotion and affect.
We are not fighting an enemy who wants to kill us especially for specific reasons. We do not need to hate the enemy, nor be over-vigilant — remember “Loose lips sink ships”?

Commentators have cautioned that while the war metaphor calls for solidarity and national cohesion, it is also divisive. It drives antiscientific behaviours like racism and xenophobia, and fuels anxiety and panic. We have seen this in the global obsession with toilet paper, price gouging on masks and hand sanitisers, and the many trending topics that perpetuate ethnic and racial discrimination. Furthermore, the actions this war demands in forced lockdowns, closures of schools and businesses, and postponements of major personal, national and international events, have created deep uncertainty, and stripped many of any sense of control. All these reinforce the epidemic of fear.

Some leaders have tried to change the rhetoric. Danish Queen Margrethe II has called the virus “a dangerous guest”. This is a fascinatingly apt metaphor, as like a guest, we invited the virus into our house, and now have to patiently await its timely departure. The Director General of the World Health Organization, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, has used a sporting metaphor, “You can’t win a football game only by defending. You have to attack as well.”

As we try to entice people out of their homes by showing it is safe to come out, governments need to moderate their language and change the tone of their efforts. War metaphors are used to impress the seriousness of the situation on people. We are past that. We need a language of togetherness and care to move into the next stage. An economy of care, if you will. As pointed out by Rutger Bregman (2020) in Humankind: A Hopeful History, humans are hotwired to seek out the exceptional and dramatic, the ghastlier the better. As ghastly as this pandemic has been, it has given us time to take stock of what matters and consider what we value. We are aware of the edges of the world and can choose which road to take. Will we take one less travelled?

### FURTHER READING:

**Phantom of the data**

Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, has used a sporting metaphor, “You can’t win a football game only by defending. You have to attack as well.”

### KEY FINDINGS

- **64%** of employees would pay out of their own pocket for access to office space.
- **79%** of the C-suite plan to let their employees split their time between corporate offices and remote working, if their job allows for it.
- **75%** of employees would give up at least one workplace benefit or perk for the freedom to choose their work environment.
- **76%** of the C-suite say they are likely to give their staff a stipend to work from home or a co-working space.

**2X** After COVID-19, employees who are more satisfied and engaged want to spend twice as much time in locations other than their home or corporate office than less-engaged colleagues.

---

**COVID-19 IS DEAD, LONG LIVE COVID-19**

In his model of epidemic psychology, Philip Strong (1990) says that alongside the medical footprint, we must take heed of the epidemic of fear, which includes irrationality, fear, suspicion and stigmatisation. Strong refers to these when he points out how 600 years on, the Black Death still has extraordinary historical resonance in popular culture, despite it becoming “normalised and institutionalised” in later years. In a word, endemic.

The Ministers in charge of the COVID-19 Taskforce speak of a time when COVID-19 becomes endemic, and we can “get on with our lives”. Some researchers have suggested flipping this switch may not be so easy. A 2020 study by the Anxiety & Depression Association of America shows that 17 years after recovery, SARS patients and their relatives, as well as those placed in quarantine, showed signs of PTSD and other psychological issues. A study on the manifestation of PTSD in patients and their relatives, as well as those placed in quarantine, showed signs of PTSD and other psychological issues. A study on the manifestation of PTSD in patients and their relatives, as well as those placed in quarantine, showed signs of PTSD and other psychological issues.

We see the same kind of panic and irrational behaviour in responses to other pandemics. A recent study by the University of California, San Francisco, and the University of Michigan, found that people who listened to government officials and public health experts, were less likely to engage in behaviors that could spread COVID-19.

To enable this recovery and mitigate this epidemic of fear, the language used in dealing with COVID-19 needs to change. From the outset, many national leaders invoked the language of war, as seen in references made to World War II in articles by McKinsey and BBC. Daily death toll reports, disruption of normal life routines, shortages of certain services, conversion of industries and global economic decline were par for the course. And yet, the COVID-19 pandemic is not a war.

---

**Drawing the line**

In his model of epidemic psychology, Philip Strong (1990) says that alongside the medical footprint, we must take heed of the epidemic of fear, which includes irrationality, fear, suspicion and stigmatisation. Strong refers to these when he points out how 600 years on, the Black Death still has extraordinary historical resonance in popular culture, despite it becoming “normalised and institutionalised” in later years. In a word, endemic.

As we try to entice people out of their homes by showing it is safe to come out, governments need to moderate their language and change the tone of their efforts. War metaphors are used to impress the seriousness of the situation on people. We are past that. We need a language of togetherness and care to move into the next stage. An economy of care, if you will. As pointed out by Rutger Bregman (2020) in Humankind: A Hopeful History, humans are hotwired to seek out the exceptional and dramatic, the ghastlier the better. As ghastly as this pandemic has been, it has given us time to take stock of what matters and consider what we value. We are aware of the edges of the world and can choose which road to take. Will we take one less travelled?
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**KEY FINDINGS**

- **64%** of employees would pay out of their own pocket for access to office space.
- **79%** of the C-suite plan to let their employees split their time between corporate offices and remote working, if their job allows for it.
- **75%** of employees would give up at least one workplace benefit or perk for the freedom to choose their work environment.
- **76%** of the C-suite say they are likely to give their staff a stipend to work from home or a co-working space.

**2X** After COVID-19, employees who are more satisfied and engaged want to spend twice as much time in locations other than their home or corporate office than less-engaged colleagues.
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**Sharing Your Future**

Reach new heights with a Master’s Degree from Asia’s top university.

#TheTimesNow

---

**Featured Master’s Degrees:**

- **Master of Science in Industry 4.0**
- **Master of Science in Venture Creation**
- **Master of Science in Digital Financial Technology**
- **Master of Computing**
- **Master of Science in Business Analytics**
- **Master of Science in Business Administration**
- **Master of Social Sciences (Communication)**
- **Master of Arts (Arts and Cultural Entrepreneurship)**
- **Juris Doctor**
- **Master of Law**
- **Master of Social Sciences (Social Sciences)**
- **Centre for Maritime Studies and NUS Faculty of Engineering**
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**Apply now for upcoming intakes in January and August 2022!**

Scan here for more information on NUS Master’s Degrees.
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**THE ALUMNUS**

Email us today and we will guide you through your journey towards a prestigious Master’s Degree with NUS.

pgc@nus.edu.sg
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**Dr. Adrian W. J. Koo**

Associate Director of the Futures Office, NUS.
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**Mr. Kelvin Tan**

Associate Director of the Futures Office, NUS.
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NUS Economics Alumni

Alumni Sharing and Networking Event

29 May

NUS Economics Alumni recently organised the Alumni Sharing and Networking Event, which took place on 29 May via Zoom. The event garnered a turnout of about 40 Economics Alumni members.

The speaker for the Alumni Sharing segment, titled Investments in The Post Pandemic World, was Mr Jonathan Low (Arts and Social Sciences ’17). With five years of experience in investment banking and private debt investing across EMEA and APAC, Mr Low is an associate at Orion Capital Asia working on middle-market private debt investments across APAC. His sharing session provided insights into different industries impacted by the pandemic and the volatility of future markets.

Overall, it was a fruitful event that received positive feedback from participants. In particular, many participants enjoyed the networking session, which was effective in providing them with a platform to connect with fellow Economics Alumni members.

The event garnered 60 attendees and started with a speed networking session in breakout rooms. Mr Derrick Kew (Business ’17), the emcee for the evening, then gave an introductory speech, which was followed by a corporate presentation from Pivotal, the sponsor for the talk. The Accountancy Wing of NUS Business School Alumni Association (NUSBSA) organised the Continuing and Professional Education (CPE) Talk on 17 June. The ninth run of this series, the recent session marks the second year running that the talk was held virtually.

With the tagline ‘Is there a vaccine for governance failures?’, Assoc Prof Mak shared the regulatory framework and investor protection in Singapore, its deficiencies, and a comparison with the markets in other countries. His presentation was accompanied by a number of cartoon illustrations on Singapore’s corporate governance ecosystem. With the help of case studies, Assoc Prof Mak also explored how the average investor could potentially identify problematic companies by using public information. Despite the seriousness of the topics discussed, Assoc Prof Mak kept the talk light and entertaining. The audience was also constantly engaged with the use of polls and a Q&A segment that allowed them to delve deeper into some issues raised.

The event would not have been possible without the generous sponsorship from Pivotal, and was organised by NUSBSA Director, Mr Edward Ta (Business ’87) and NUSBSA Accountancy Wing members – Mr Raffles Ng (Business ’18), Mr Pang Jun Xiang (Business ’17), and their dedicated organising committee. The event ended in anticipation of the next session as the quest for a vaccine for governance failures continues!
USP Classes of 2020 & 2021 E-Commencement Gathering

This year, the combined University Scholars Programme (USP) Commencement Ceremony for Classes of 2020 and 2021 was streamed online via NUS YouTube on the afternoon of 26 June. This was an important occasion as it marked a major milestone for students who completed their undergraduate studies and transitioned into a new phase of their lives beyond USP and NUS. To make this occasion more meaningful and intimate, USP graduates from both classes, as well as USP professors and staff, gathered on Kumospace, an interactive online platform that allowed attendees to watch the pre-recorded ceremony together via video chats. It was interesting how the virtual space replicated spaces like USP Chatterbox, USP Sign at the courtyard and even the Theme Rooms! This would not have been possible without the hard work of the USP Class Representatives and graduates – Mr Miguel Tan (Science '20), Mr Roger Liew (Arts and Social Sciences '20), Mr Yeo Shao Jie (Science '21), Ms Jaymee Justiniano (Business '21) and Ms Jazreel Low (Engineering '21).

E-Commencement of 2020 & 2021 USP Classes

Mr Tan updated plans for NUS Day of Service, which he had been planning with Mr Ng. Additionally, Mr Tioh presented an online quiz he had created, bringing everyone back to the good old days while giving their memory banks a little workout! Attendees were then enchanted by stories from alumni such as Dr Jon Lim (Design and Environment (PHD) ’90), past RH Senior Common Room Committee member; and Dato’ Y. Sivaloganathan (Law ’71), who enriched everyone’s knowledge of RH history. The final segment – an RHA Amazing Alumnus Production 2021 – featured a 16-minute-long musical. Produced by alumni from the 1980s, the talented cast included Mr Al Dixon (Arts ’83), Ms Stephe Chee (Science ’85), Ms Tan Beng Chia (Science ’86), Ms Carol Lim (Design and Environment ’87), Ms Ngo Hwee Boon (Computing ’88), Mr Ong Wai Kin (Engineering ’89) and Ms Lim Swee Kim. The musical celebrated RHA’s strengths, determination, care and concern for one another in the face of life’s adversities. The production also celebrated the past and present, and recalled great moments such as the upcoming Singapore National Day in August despite COVID-19.

Raffles Hall Association Homecoming 2021

The event was led by Programme Director, Mr Dixon Tioh (Computing ‘14), who was also the emcee. The afternoon began with a speech by Raffles Hall Master, Associate Professor Stella Tan (Science ’98), who warmly welcomed many senior alumni in attendance from Singapore, Malaysia, Australia and the United Kingdom, Past President, Mr Sonny Yuen (Business ’85) expressed his appreciation to the group for their strong support over the years in the formation of RHA, before handing the time over to current Chairperson, Ms Lim Swee Kim (Computing ’88), who thanked attendees for continuing to demonstrate the spirit of the legendary RH Phoenix with renewed vigour.

The AlumNUS thanks all contributors for the articles and photos in Alumni Happenings, showcasing our vibrant alumni community. For the full stories, please go to nus.edu.sg/alumnet/TheAlumNUS/issue-127/community/alumni-happenings.
PRIVILEGES ON CAMPUS
BAR BAR BLACK SHEEP
• 20% off North Indian, Thai and Western à la carte food menu.
bbs.com.sg

LEE KIONG CHAN NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
• 10% off single-entry tickets as well as for both individual and Family memberships.
lkmuseum.nus.edu.sg

SHAW FOUNDATION ALUMNI HOUSE
• 20% off venue rental.
nus.edu.sg/alumninet

UNIVERSITY CULTURAL CENTRE (UCC)
• Rental waiver for 4-hour block booking for set-up/ rehearsal booking at UCC Hall and/or Theatre.
cfa.nus.edu.sg/venues

PRIVILEGES & OFFERS
The AlumAPP is available for download for all NUS alumni. Gain access to alumni-dedicated news, be notified about events, and enjoy special deals at popular retail outlets and service providers.

NUS LIBRARIES
Complimentary entry to all NUS Libraries upon presenting the AlumNUS card.
• Annual Subscription fee at $139.10 (Usual Price: $313.10) or
• 5-year membership package at $460.10 (exclusive to NUS Alumni only).
lib.portal.nus.edu.sg

HERITAGE TCM CLINIC
CLINIC
• Exclusive discounts on TCM services. hstmedical.com/heritage-tcm-clinic

HEALTHWAY MEDICAL
• Exclusive rates for consultation and dental treatments. healthwaymedical.com

EDUCATION
METAQUEST
• Enjoy 50% off a trial lesson and $53.50 waiver of registration fee at MetaQuest for a full term. Valid for MetaQuest’s regular science programme (Primary 3 to 6).
metaquest.com.sg

FOOD AND BEVERAGE
WAKE THE CREW
• 20% off with minimum spending of $30. walthecrewcoldbrew.com

LYRE’S SPIRIT CO
• 10% off all products. lyres.asia

HERITAGE TCM CLINIC
• Exclusive discounts on TCM services. hstmedical.com/heritage-tcm-clinic

HEALTH & BEAUTY
ESSENTIALS PHARMACY
• 10% off for walk-in customers. shapees.sg/essentialspharmacy

LIFESTYLE
OLIO
SINGAPORE
• 10% off for regular pricedList products, ad-hoc and contract services. oliao.com.sg

FLOWER ADVISOR
• Enjoy 15% off. floweradvisor.com.sg

HERTZ CAR RENTAL
• Enjoy 10% off Hertz car rentals worldwide.
hertzasia.com/alumnus

FRONTLINE PHARMACY
• Exclusive discounts for listed wines, wine glasses and accessories.
affordablewines.com.sg

AFFORDABLE WINES
• Exclusive discounts for listed wines, wine glasses and accessories.
affordablewines.com.sg

CULTURAL CENTRE (UCC)
• Rental waiver for 4-hour block booking for set-up/ rehearsal booking at UCC Hall and/or Theatre.
cfa.nus.edu.sg/venues

ALUMNUS CARD MERCHANDISE
• Exclusive rates for consultation and dental treatments. healthwaymedical.com

WE ARE ALUMNUS
The AlumAPP is available for download for all NUS alumni. Gain access to alumni-dedicated news, be notified about events, and enjoy special deals at popular retail outlets and service providers.

TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY: The NUS Office of Alumni Relations and participating merchants reserve the right to amend the terms and conditions governing the offers without prior notice. All information is correct at press time. Visit nus.edu.sg/alumnet for the latest information.

We welcome alumni business owners to come on board as our merchant partners. Submit an application at bit.ly/NUSmerchants and make an exceptional offer to fellow alumni.

We welcome alumni business owners to come on board as our merchant partners. Submit an application at bit.ly/NUSmerchants and make an exceptional offer to fellow alumni.
THE ROAD AHEAD

"The pandemic has definitely changed so many things for the movie and television industry," says Mr Tay. "Everyting is more difficult and complicated in terms of logistics and casting." Still, he is soldiering on, with the following projects in the pipeline:

- Starring as the main antagonist in 《南洋女儿情》(Sisterhood) to be shot in China.
- Filming 《狮城山海》 (The Contenders) at the end of the year and the final part of the Nanyang Trilogy 《南洋运输志愿者》(Nanyang Transport Volunteers) next year.
- Working on a script for a feature film he will be directing in collaboration with Clover Films and iQiyi which is slated to be filmed next year.

NOMINATING NUS AS THE BENEFICIARY OF MY CENTRAL PROVIDENT FUND (CPF) SAVINGS TO FUND STUDENT BURSARIES WAS AN EASY DECISION FOR THESE REASONS: I AM AN ALUMNUS WHO BENEFITED FROM AN NUS EDUCATION; THE INTEGRITY OF NUS ASSURES ME THAT ALL DONATIONS WOULD BE PROPERLY ACCOUNTED FOR; AND THE PROCESS FOR BEQUEATHING CPF SAVINGS IS INCREDIBLY SIMPLE -- GO TO THE CPF WEBSITE CPF.GOV.SG TO NOMINATE YOUR BENEFICIARIES ONLINE OR GO IN-PERSON DIRECTLY TO THE CPF BOARD, FILL UP A NOMINATION FORM WITNESSED BY TWO CPF OFFICERS AND INFORM NUS, IN WRITING, HOW YOU WISH YOUR CPF SAVINGS TO BE UTILISED. NO FEES WILL BE INCURRED EITHER. HOW MUCH EASIER CAN IT GET TO HELP YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE ACCESS TO A TRANSFORMATIONAL NUS EDUCATION TO REALISE THEIR ASPIRATIONS AND SHAPE A BETTER FUTURE FOR ALL?

Ms Agnes Sng (Law ’84)
Writer and author
conNectUS is a new, exclusive professional networking platform for the NUS community to connect with one another.

Meet like-minded alumni and students while acquiring insights and opportunities to expand your horizons.

Join us at connectus.nus.edu.sg!